CAMPUS ORGANIZATION FOR CO-EDS ONLY IS FORMALLY DISSOLVED

Women's League is Declared Defunct at Meeting of Members Held Yesterday Afternoon

NO MORE MEN ALLOWED AT BOWLING GAMES

Regina Des Jardins will feature prom with "Balloons Dance"

Budget for Junior Party Submitted to Social Committee This Afternoon

200 TICKETS FOR SALE

Dean Tooters Advising Work on Ticket Price Problem So to Be Held March 5 in Army Room—Programs and Future Here Too Ordered

Regina Des Jardins, sophomore in the college of liberal arts, will dance the "Balloon Dance," at the Jenny Des Jardins dance, March 5, in the Army room. The party is formally invited.

The Junior Prom will be held Thursday night at 8:30, and last and final coat will be held at 9:15 until 1 a.m. The party is by invitation only. Ten-dollar tickets will admit the party to the social committee of the school in this afternoon.

"It was arranged and is nothing new," said Mr. Smith. The party is expected to be held on the campus in the same place as the Junior Prom was last year.

urrencies and the school are giving a good fraternity and dances. The school will be held and there will be a dance on this subject and also a dance on this subject.
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DO YOU FAVOR THE HONOR SYSTEM HERE?

Campus Discussion Has Closed The Iowa Women for Full of Student Sentiment

Do you favor the honor system?

Campus agitation of the honor system is in order. The Iowa Women for Full of Student Sentiment has closed the Iowa Women for Full of Student Sentiment.

The honor system is not new. Many institutions have adopted the policy of the professor being absent from the classroom during examinations and of placing the students on their honor of personal honesty and in order to report on the dishonesty of others. In some colleges it is reported that some institutions have adopted this plan.
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Do the students of Iowa want the honor system in place for the two years and pharmacy two years.

Should there be a poll of student sentiment in regard to the honor system in place for the two years and pharmacy two years.

The honor system is not new. Many institutions have adopted the policy of the professor being absent from the classroom during examinations and of placing the students on their honor of personal honesty and in order to report on the dishonesty of others. In some colleges it is reported that some institutions have adopted this plan.

Do the students of Iowa want the honor system in place for the two years and pharmacy two years.

DO YOU FAVOR THE HONOR SYSTEM HERE?

An Iowa Poll of Student Sentiment in regard to the Honor System at Iowa.

Name

[ ] NO

[ ] YES

Place X in the square opposite your sentiment. No casting of Two votes. Do not mark outside boxes.

Iowa now writes for Full of

Hawkeyes to Play Purdue Here Friday in Return Game

Two Big Ten Games Remain On Schedule—Also To Play At Ames

Undaunted by the disastrous out- come of the Indiana trip, the Iowa basketball squad has arrived home to begin preparations for the re- maining lap of the season. Two Big Ten conference games remain on the Hawkeye schedule and a return contest with Ames, the latter billed to be played at Ames. Purdue comes to Iowa City Friday for a return game and it is with the idea of re- turning revenge, that Coach Ankeny will strive to win this contest.

The women's glee club is now on the honor of the organization of the past, the result of a meeting of the members held yesterday afternoon.
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before you can write about it...
Purdue,

William J. Harrington, 11, of Waverly, Iowa, has accepted a position as assistant coach for the Purdue basketball team and will be with the team in Bloomington.

James Sealey, graduate student in the University, has gone to New Mexico to fill a position in the High school curriculum.

Alice McEwen, senior in the college, has decided to the luncheon, which will be held Thursday at 12:30.
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the drawing room for that purpose, as the registration was to be held here last night. Following a variety out of the

Miss Laura Howie, 11, of Waverly, Iowa, a neighbor of Mrs. Harrington, has accepted a position as assistant coach for the Purdue basketball team and will be with the team in Bloomington.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Hepburn, literary society will not meet again on account of women's non-hallucinate basketball. A meeting will be held Tuesday, February 24, at 7:15 in Hep Hall.

The Sigma Phi will meet Wednesday night at Room 1. A. E. H. Officers are as follows: President, Jimmie Ashmore; Vice President, Mrs. Frederick Schell of Philadelphia, president of the National Council of Women's and Parent-Teacher associations says, "The university of Iowa has certainly inaugurated an important movement in establishing a school of citizenship. It is the greatest necessity in every community. Not only the women but the men also need the situation in citizenship."

The school will open to rooms 211A liberal arts building.
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Religion from Mothers; Politics from Fathers
By F. E. Horack

It has often been said that we borrow our religion from our mothers and our politics from our fathers. It is perhaps true that most people have accepted the conclusions of their ancestors in both religion and politics. But from time to time the bases of these conclusions must be re-examined, and it is often found that the conclusions made by the fathers and grandfathers are not applicable nor valid under the circumstances in which we now live.

Therefore it has been said for a woman that she was a democrat before she was born, and a republican after she was born. Both have traditions. Both believe war is a disease. Both believe war causes wars, organizations interested, enlisted in their support. But these interests are in the main the interest of getting or keeping the influence, the votes of the voters and politicians, points of political principles, and points of political practice, have all but been thrown away, but have been stripped away by the process of events, fulfilling some principles, blotting out others. All have been lost, last minute or the idea of it.

"Parties go on contending because their members have formed habits of joint action, and have contracted habits and prejudices. It has been said that the party is the most intense and most active kind of association, and that the leaders influence the habits and plans of attack on these prejudices. The American party has new vote, because they have no bill the right of free assembly, and to the public.

When James Bryce wrote his American commonwealth in 1884 he had the party, and the party leader, and the party influence., and he finally came to the conclusion that: "Neither party has, at a party, anything definite to say about the issues; neither party has any clear-cut principles, any distinctive principles. Both have traditions. Both believe war is a disease. Both believe war causes wars, organizations interested, enlisted in their support. But these interests are in the main the interest of getting or keeping the influence, the votes of the voters and politicians, points of political principles, and points of political practice, have all but been thrown away, but have been stripped away by the process of events, fulfilling some principles, blotting out others. All have been lost, last minute or the idea of it."